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Antagonists

● NaNoWriMo Events & News
● Today's Lexicon
● The Story Problem Equation
● Opposing Forces
● Antagonists, Your Story Problem Personified
● Defeating God – Power Imbalances
● Antagonists as Characters
● Awesome Authors' Advice on Antagonists
●



NaNo News!

● Events are popping up on our calendar
● Check back for more events coming soon
● Welcome Tabby!
● Tabby has a book out! Go buy it!! Whee!!!
● Our social media



Antagonists – A Lexicon

● Antagonist. The enemy, the bad guy, the villain, the storm, the 
monsters, the rival, the toxic sister. Any character that acts against your 
protagonists or has goals opposed to the protagonist.

● Opposing forces. An entity that isn't a character but opposes the 
protagonist or allows other characters to limit or oppress the 
protagonist. A religious order, a government, or a society. Nature, 
limitations of the human body, a disease or an aging spaceship.

● Protagonist. The hero or good guy. The protagonist's character arc or 
growth during the story is challenged by the antagonist.

● Character arc. If character + problem = story, character arc is how the 
character solves for X.

● Villain. The big bad. Not just any old antagonist, THE antagonist. Evil 
for evil's sake. Not every story has or needs a villain.



Lexicon, Continued

● Levels of antagonists. This is less a term, but an idea. Many stories will 
have different antagonists functioning on different levels—lackeys or 
minions who follow the main antagonist, the evil regime who commands 
fearful citizens, or uncorrelated antagonists—the contest judge who hates 
our protagonist and the rival who's willing to switch sugar for salt to win. 
Oh, and the kid sister who also needs the kitchen for her science project, 
and their mom wants them to 'figure it out' themselves.

● Antagonist relationships. Relationship can mean the social relationship 
between protagonist and antagonist, but also broader types of 
relationships we often don't think about—how they relate to each other 
within society, and their 'story' relationship (how their stories relate to each 
other within the specific context of that story)

● Many stories will have multiple antagonists. Others, the one. Some, none.



Antagonists Complete the Story 
Problem Equation

● Character + Problem = Story
● If a character does not face conflict or deal with 
their problem, there is no story.

● Antagonists force the character to face the 
problem, adapt, and grow to survive.

● Choose/develop an antagonist that can best 
highlight that growth, create the best obstacles, 
and uniquely challenge the protagonist.

● Know thy protagonist, know thy antagonist.
● Know thy antagonist...



Antagonist: the Job Description

● “Essentially, the antagonist's role in fiction is to reveal 
as much about the protagonist as possible, showcasing 
the protagonist's primary traits... A good antagonist:
● provides complications and difficulties that elicit 

sympathy for the protagonist
● creates the basic situation or story dilemma
● reveals how the protagonist deals with adversity
● threatens the protagonist by inflicting physical or 

emotional pain”
Jessica Page Morrell, Bullies Bastards & Bitches



Opposing Forces

● Take it away, Tabby!



  

Mischief Makers

● “Antagonists don't need a sinister agenda or component of 
evil. Nor do they need to be malicious, and they won't 
necessarily wish the protagonist harm, as a true villain 
would. That doesn't mean all antagonists are innocent; 
some can be real stinkers. But their main purpose in fiction 
is to simply have an opposing agenda and to be agents of 
change.”

Jessica Page Morell: Bullies, Bastards & Bitches



Story Problems, Personified
● My recent craft goal: creating a better antagonist to illuminate my character's journey

● First draft problems: no screen time for antagonist, no solid motivation other than 
'revenge' (which was generic revenge, not specific, and not aimed at protagonist)

● Stretching myself: 
● how can I make the antagonist a solid, real character without adding her point of 

view?
● What kind of story do I want for my main character, and how can the antagonist 

really drive that home?
● How is this character the only character who can stand up and defeat this 

particular villain? Why?
● A parallel story: both characters have the same problem—trying to be something 

they aren't. The main character succeeds because she's willing to grow, while the 
villain ultimately fails because she won't.

● These characters don't necessarily have a relationship to each other, but they do 
have a 'story' relationship, a reason to oppose each other subconsciously

● The antagonist gets more screen time via subplots, where other characters deal 
with her. Other supporting characters have previous experience with the antagonist 
and have opinions and attitudes toward her.



Story Relationships

● Big-Picture or High-Level relationships can offer themes and 
insights into both protagonist and antagonist

● These techniques/ideas aren't necessary, but can help you 
develop an antagonist if you're stuck with a cardboard cutout

● Parallel stories. Antagonist and protagonist have similar vices or 
problems, protagonist's new-found growth enables them to 
defeat the antagonist who does not grow
● Or, protagonist's growth enables antagonist to grow

● Could-Have-Been. Antagonist and protagonist are both 
scarred/marked by similar events, only they emerged from it as 
completely different people 



More Big-Picture Relationships

● Shade: antagonist is similar to the protagonist except for one 
key aspect or virtue, which marks the antagonist as a bad guy 
and not a hero

● Defining moments: Antagonist makes a bad choice early in the 
story or in backstory, and protagonist will have to make a similar 
(difficult but good) choice at a key moment. 

● Yin and Yang. Antagonist excels at the very things the 
protagonist can't do. How does a druid defeat a warrior? Hint: 
it's not by picking up a sword.

● This list is not comprehensive. What other high-level 
relationship concepts can you think of?



Antagonists, Connected

● Antagonists can take any role in the protagonist's 
life

● Their relationship can change depending on the 
type of story you want to tell

● Antagonists can leverage their relationships to 
protagonist's (and to those near and dear to the 
protagonist) for maximum story punch

● If your antagonist knows your protagonist well, 
they can hurt the protagonist deeply



In Close Proximity

● “...If the reader never comes to know the antagonist, if the 
antagonist is never on stage with the protagonist in scenes, 
so that the reader is up close and worrying over the 
antagonist's ploys, then your story is in trouble. The closer 
the proximity between protagonist and antagonist, the 
more tension you create.”

Jessica Page Morrell, Bullies Bastards & Bitches



Intimate Relations

● Even if they aren't related on a personal or 
professional level, antagonist and protagonist will 
have some sort of relationship within 
society/other construct:
● Underlings (student, child, hireling, customer)
● Rivals (equal or mostly-equal footing)
● Limited Power (boss or influential person with social 

leverage)
● Total Power (corrupt government official, highly 

influential person with total influential)



Power Imbalances and Conflict

● Antagonists 'weaker' than the protagonist are fairly uncommon.

– But doable. If the antagonist starts from a position of 
weakness or expected submission, they'll need to pull out 
all the stops, using whatever leverage and abuse of the 
system they can.

– Not all power structures are lateral. An elderly antagonist 
may depend on the protagonist nurse for care, but they are 
not simply always a 'weak' patient—to other people, the 
antagonist can be a boss or a leader or play other roles.

– Readers need to worry about the protagonist getting hurt. 
Destroy their safety. Hurt them.



Power Imbalances and Conflict

● Rivals. The antagonist and protagonist are 
viewed/presented as rivals and both want the 
same thing.
● Both might have equal or comparable access, save for 

the protagonist's problem or personal demons
● Except that the antagonist might be willing to cheat or 

game the system to get ahead
● Rival antagonists may not outwardly express hostility 

or rivalry, and move against the protagonist covertly—
sabotage, threats, subtle messages, or mystery 
assailants.



Suspense and Revenge

● Rivalry doesn't have to be an outward contest. A person seeking 
revenge or looking to destroy a protagonist can be a rival, 
because they draw from the same social circle or other potential 
resources.

● These types of rivals don't want the same thing, they want the 
opposite: to ruin the protagonist.
● Medical and legal thrillers feature professionals, and 

antagonists can ruin their enemies' lives in creative, field-
specific ways

● “Ruin” the protagonist can mean different things to different 
stories. A light-hearted story might feature an antagonist sister 
who tattles or convinces her parents she needs the car more on 
the protagonist's date night



It's all about Point of View

● Edible Cake Contest upstairs. (shameless plug)

– What if I'm the protagonist?
● (of course I'll ask my friends to vote!)
● (I worked hard, I deserve to brag about it)

– What if I'm the antagonist?
● (she's cheating, using her groups at the library to 

shore up extra votes)



Rivals, Defeated

● How does a protagonist defeat a rival?
● Determine a satisfactory defeat and make sure the rivalry 

building throughout the the story leads up to the ending
● “Defeat” can mean anything that ensures the safety of 

protagonist and completes their growth arc, even if it 
means the protagonist and antagonist make up at the end 
(IE, work out a compromise to share the car and agree to 
be friends again)

● “Defeat” also means convincing the reader that the 
antagonist is no longer a threat—a 'make up' ending 
should also showcase an emotional arc for the antagonist 
to prove they have changed



Antagonists of Dubious Ethics

● Antagonists with moderate authority or power create more 
potential conflict and fear for the protagonist
● medical professionals, loan officers, lawyers, teachers, social 

workers, bosses, police officers, pastors and priests, agents, 
counselors, babysitters, local celebrities, parents or older family

● These antagonists might actually believe they're helping. Or 
maybe they just like to watch the world burn.

● Research or define the world: these positions of authority are 
most often regulated, so smart antagonists will move carefully 
and barter with blackmail to keep their actions from coming to 
light.

● That said, fear is a great motivator, and many people love using 
their personal authority to create it.



Defeating Von Dubious
● Our love for underdogs.
● Defeat must ensure safety for the protagonist unless it directly 

contradicts your chosen theme. A 'make-up'/compromise ending 
is less satisfactory, as the antagonist would still have power to 
cause problems for the protagonist in the future.

● Possible defeats are stripping the antagonist of power, ruining 
their reputation, exposing their evil acts

● Or a win for the protagonist that doesn't completely defeat the 
antagonist – protagonist leaves the church, finds another job, 
graduates from the class, gets the transfer (or even gets the 
antagonist promoted off to another building)

● Like rivals, these kinds of antagonists will know their field and use 
their expertise to exert pressure. Many have people skills and 
influence within their social and business spheres. They can call 
in favors and people will generally trust their side of the story first.



With Great Power Comes Great 
Responsibility... To Antagonize
● Antagonists with unchecked leverage and influence

● Judges, chief of police, politicians, CEOs, the pope, the president, 
congressmen, board members, evil geniuses, rich white men

● The stuff these antagonists can do is downright terrifying. Use it.
● The more powerful an antagonist is compared to the protagonist, the 

more distant they will feel. 
● Example: protagonist is a new unknown journalist, antagonist is 

president. How do you get them in the same room? Why would the 
president even feel threatened enough to bother stopping the 
protagonist?

● But if our protagonist is a secret service guard working on a 
shocking expose on their experience at the white house, and our 
antagonist is president...

● Connect antagonist to protagonist on a meaningful level and help us 
believe the antagonist needs to hurt the protagonist. Then let it loose!



Defeating God

● Friendly reminder: protagonist must achieve safety or escape for 
the reader to feel closure.

● Stories that feature powerful antagonists generally lay those 
antagonists low.

●



Antagonists Creating Story Structure



More on Structure

● First Plot Point

– The moment the protagonist is 'in'

– Happens about 20-25% into the story, so at this point 
we should already know there is an antagonist and have 
an idea of the story problem

– The antagonist has already put things in play, but is not 
necessarily present for the first plot point. In fact, the 
first plot point is a sign of moving forward for the 
protagonist, and it's a threat to the antagonist.



Pinch Points

● Pinch point: an example or a reminder of the nature and implications of the 
antagonist

– happen at about 3/8 and 5/8s mark. without them, the middle sags

– the antagonist attacks, indirectly or directly

– hidden pinches: in multi-pov stories, the reader gets to see the antagonist 
moving forward in their dastardly scheme while the protagonist is clueless

– visible pinches: the antagonist interrupts or blocks the protagonist in person

● Choose pinch points that set the protagonist back on their journey for maximum 
emotional impact

– Multiple pinch points or pinch sequences. Angel's boyfriend breaks up with her 
and encourages her to go get the bad guy, then she gets attacked by the 
antagonist following his advice (but still telling herself they can work it out once 
she's done with 'this job')



Antagonists as Characters

● Antagonists are characters.
● The same “rules” of characterization for protagonists also 

apply to antagonists
● Except, they're 'on the gray side' of morality. Perhaps ruthless, 

ambitious, petty, or whatever your story needs to get them 
ready to make trouble for your protagonist.

● What does your antagonist want?
● What does your protagonist want (and need)?
● How do these two wants conflict (and make your story?)
● How does your antagonist get involved with the protagonist? Is 

there a defining moment where the protagonist chooses to align 
himself against the antagonist? Is their relationship clearly 
antagonistic or is one hiding their moves from the other?

● Antagonists can be point of view characters. Or not.



Three Dimensions of (Antagonistic) Character

● The First Dimension--existing
the type of car a character owns
the job a character has
the clothes they wear

● The Second Dimension--why those choices matter
how that character got the car
does she enjoy the job or is it a chore?
how the character appears to the world

● The Third Dimension--the real verbs
does she wreck the car to avoid hitting a dog
does she blackmail her boss to get a promotion?
does she help in an emergency or refuse to get her shirt

bloody?
 (from) Larry Brooks, Story Engineering



  

Tags & Traits – Jim Butcher

● TAGS are words you hang upon your character when you describe them. When you're 
putting things together, for each character, pick a word or two or three to use in 
describing them. Then, every so often, hit on one of those words in reference to them, 
and avoid using them elsewhere when possible. By doing this, you'll be creating a 
psychological link between those words and that strong entry image of your character.

For example; Thomas Raith's tag words are pale, beautiful, dark hair, grey eyes. I use 
them when I introduce him for the first time in each book, and then whenever he shows 
up on stage again, I remind the reader of who he is by using one or more of those 
words.

This is a really subtle psychological device, and it is far more powerful than it first 
seems. It's invaluable for both you as the writer, and for the construction of the virtual 
story for the reader.

Jim Butcher, Tags & Traits



  

Tags & Traits, Jim Butcher

● TRAITS are like tags, except that instead of picking specific words, you pick a 
number of unique things ranging from a trademark prop to a specific mental 
attitude. Harry's traits include his black duster, his staff, his blasting rod and his 
pentacle amulet. These things are decorations hung onto the character for the 
reader's benefit, so that it's easy to imagine Harry when the story pace is really 
rolling. 

Similarly, Bob the Skull's traits are the skull, its eyelights, his intelligence, his role as 
a lab assistant, his obsession with sex and his wiseass dialog. It works for the same 
reason.

Seriously. Before you introduce another character, write some tags and traits down. 
You'll be surprised how much easier it makes your job.

Jim Butcher, Tags & Traits



  

Terribleminds on Antagonists

● “Character is the driver. Plot is the getaway car. Character 
drives plot; plot does not drive character. The antagonist 
isn’t just here as a rock in the stream diverting the plot-
churned waters — he does not exist in service to a 
sequence of events but rather, he exists to change them, 
sway them, turn them to a sequence he wants — a 
sequence that stands in opposition to the protagonist. For 
opposition is key.”

Chuck Wendig, 25 Things You Need to Know About 
Antagonists



  

Terribleminds on Antagonists

● “Let the antagonist win. Maybe not at the end, but 
periodically, throughout. Let him break Batman’s back, or 
kill a hostage, or take all the toilet paper off the roll and 
*crash of thunder* fail to replace it.”

Chuck Wendig, 25 Things You Need to Know About 
Antagonists



  

Fiction University on Antagonists

● “1. A strong antagonist is trying to accomplish something.

The antagonist has a plan, an evil plan in most cases. She’s 
acting because something is driving her to act and she wants to 
accomplish something in particular. In plot-driven novels, this is 
often the event that triggers the protagonist to act. The big bad 
thing that will occur if someone doesn’t step up and do 
something. In character-driven novels, this might be represented 
by the person who is trying to stop the protagonist from hurting 
herself in some way. Or be the one encouraging her to do so. ”

Janice Hardy, 10 Traits of a Strong Antagonist



  

Fiction University on Antagonists

● “2. A strong antagonist is acting on personal desires. 

Even if the villain is a mercenary hired to kill the hero, she’s 
still motivated by something. Greed, an enjoyment of 
violence, a personal demon. The antagonist doesn’t just 
wake up one morning and decides to be evil for the heck of 
it. She wants something and has determined her plan is 
the best course of action to get it.”

Janice Hardy, 10 Traits of a Strong Antagonist



  

Fiction University on Antagonists

● “4. A strong antagonist is trying to avoid something. 

The antagonist has things at stake at well, just like the 
protagonist. Failure should mean more than just not 
succeeding in the plan. There will be consequences if she 
doesn’t succeed, nasty ones. She might be the cautionary 
tale if the protagonist took a darker path or gave in to 
temptation.”

Janice Hardy, 10 Traits of a Strong Antagonist



  

Fiction University on Antagonists

● “6. A strong antagonist is willing to adapt. 

Don’t make your antagonist dumb, trying the same things 
and falling for the same old traps over and over. A strong 
villain adapts her plan and learns from what the protagonist is 
doing. She forces the protagonist to grow and change by 
always being one step ahead. For a character-driven novel, 
this might be represented by how the protagonist rationalizes 
with herself and others to continue on her destructive path.”

Janice Hardy, 10 Traits of a Strong Antagonist



  

Dynamic Antagonists

● “The Accidental Villain: I never meant it to end this way.”

– The antagonist has an out-of-control weakness that 
pushes them to villainy

– Fatal flaw is set up early in story, but antagonist is more 
than just their fatal flaw

– Examples: A Separate Peace, Macbeth

Nancy Kress, Dynamic Characters



  

Dynamic Antagonists

● “The Surprise Villain: Oh, it was them all along?”

– Common in mystery stories

– Avoid making this character a PoV, because PoV 
characters shouldn't keep big secrets

– Foreshadow, foreshadow, foreshadow

– Ensure that reader's hindsight understanding of 
antagonist still connects with their first impressions

Nancy Kress, Dynamic Characters



  

Power Play

● “...Antagonists always have powerful roles in the story 
because their potency is directly linked to the potency of 
the story. An impotent or wimpy antagonist will cause the 
plot to fizzle—after all, why worry when the character 
doesn't have the backbone to really stir up trouble? So 
stories are only as good as their antagonists.”

Jessica Page Morrell: Bullies, Bastards & Bitches



  

Great Antagonists All Around You

● (Hai, Tabby!)



  

Resources

● Bullies, Bastards & Bitches by Jessica Page Morrell

● Dynamic Characters by Nancy Kress

● Fiction University (blog.janicehardy.com)

● Terribleminds.com

● How Not To Write a Novel by Howard Mittelmark

● Story Engineering by Larry Brooks



  

Resources, Cont.

● 45 Master Characters by Victoria Schmidt

● How to Write a Damn Good Novel by James Frey



  

Wrapping Up

● Knowing your story will help you ask the right questions for 
developing your antagonist

● Antagonists are characters, too. Unless they're not.

● Look to your favorite authors and storytellers to see how 
they handle their antagonists

● Keep writing. Always keep writing



  

Thanks for Joining Us!

● What would you like to talk about in October?

● See you next time!

– Next Meet Up:

– Next Workshop: October 14th, here at 1

– Meet & Greet October 22nd at North Branch, 6 pm
● Thanks for coming!
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